
The signs of the holiday season are ubiquitous: holiday            

decorations in the stores, piped in Christmas carols, holiday     

displays at the malls, TV programs focusing on selecting the      

perfect gift,  holiday parties and gift exchanges at work.  In many 

cases, this bustle of activity contrasts markedly with the          

emptiness and despair of grief.  As one grieving person explained 

it, “I wanted to crawl into a hole and come out after the holidays 

had passed.”  Drawing primarily from my conversations with the 

bereaved, I describe commonly experienced difficulties and ideas 

that may be useful in dealing with them.. 

 
Dilemmas Associated with the Holiday Season 

The Requirement of Cheerfulness.  There is an expectation 

during the holidays that people should be cheerful. One 

mourner explained that she hated going to holiday gatherings. 

“I could not be cheerful and I did not want to bring other  

people down by being sad. Going to such gatherings is like 

having to eat liver and pretending you like it,” she said. 

 

The Mine Field of Social Exchanges.  On many occasions, the 

innocent remarks of others may put a knife through the 

mourner’s heart. Shortly after the death of their son, the    

parents attended a holiday dinner hosted by the boy’s grand-

parents. The host began the meal with a blessing, “Thank you 

for bringing the whole family together.” The father was so   

distressed by this remark that he left the table. “Then I felt 

even worse,” he said, “because I had disrupted the gathering 

for everyone else.” Mourners can be thrown off guard by the  

remarks of complete strangers—for example, being             

admonished by a store clerk, “I hope you and your family have 

a  wonderful holiday.” As one bereaved husband indicated, 

“You think of many responses, but you keep them to yourself.” 

 

The Complexity of Decisions. Bereaved individuals must       

navigate a difficult path in deciding how to handle decisions 

about family activities and rituals. As one mourner                  

indicated, “I was not sure whether I should hang my son’s 

stocking or not. I decided to hang it, because after all – he is 

my son. But my husband thought that this was not a good 

idea. He told me that I was ‘in denial.’” 

 

The Ambush.  During the holidays, mourners are often hit by 

powerful feelings that are evoked by some reminder of the 

loss. Consequently, they experience what Noel and Blair 

(2000) have called “the ambush.” As one mother explained,  

“I was taking out the Christmas ornaments and I came across 

an ornament that Timmy had made in kindergarten last 

year. It had his hand print on it. I dissolved into tears.” These 

events, which are unexpected and unpredictable, are also 

called “blindside reminders,” “zingers,” and “grief attacks.” 

Although natural and normal, such experiences are often 

frightening in their intensity. They literally can take the mourn-

er’s breath away and bring about heart palpitations and other 

symptoms. 

 

Mourner’s Suggestions for Things to Try  
Plan Ahead.  Don’t allow the holidays to just happen. Also, try 

to use a Plan A/Plan B approach to the holidays. Plan A might 

involve spending Christmas or Hanukkah with relatives; Plan B 

might mean having a simple dinner and watching a movie at 

home. Having a Plan B is comforting even if you don’t use it. 

 

Arrange a Family Meeting or a conference call to discuss how 

you would like to spend the holiday season.  Let everyone in 

your family have a say, even the children. 

 

Consider Changing Your Routine.  If you always prepared the 

family meal, you may want to consider having dinner with  

relatives or friends.  Or you may want to leave town altogether, 

heading for a cabin in the woods or an excursion to the  

mountains or the shore. 

 

Take Charge of Your Social Life.  Although you may not feel 

like getting together with anyone, consider accepting a few 

invitations to be with close family or friends.  Choose to be 

around people who make you feel comfortable and 

safe.  Avoid social events that seem more like obligation. 

 

Scale Back.  Because grief robs us of our emotional and physi-

cal energy, consider cutting back on such holiday tasks as 

sending cards, baking, decorating, or putting up a tree.  Some 

of these activities may be painful to execute in light of the 

loss.  One woman who lost a child stated that, “It broke my 

heart to write three names on the holiday cards instead of 

Continued on page 6 . . . . .                

“The soul would have no rainbow had the eyes no tears.”             
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Don't be afraid to ask for help from those close to you when you need it. So much hurt and pain go 

unheeded during grief because we don't want to bother anyone else with our problems. Wouldn't you 

want someone close to you to ask for help if they needed it? Some relatives and friends will not be 

able to handle your grief. Find someone with whom to talk. Seek out an understanding friend, survivor, or support group member. 

You Are Not Alone… 

“Death leaves a heartache no one can heal, love leaves a memory no one can steal.” from an Irish headstone 

When you need to talk to          

someone who has experienced a 

loss of…                              

Spouse/Partner                                

Anne W.                    619-992-9023 

Bonnie B.    619-583-9293 

Son 

Christa S.                  858-755-3400      

Cheryl W.    619-277-0913 

 

Daughter 

Cheryl V.                   760-942-7869 

 

Parent                                                      

Paul  G.* (Mother)    760-815-1482 

Kate W.   (Father)      916-601-4585 

Nick G.  (Father)        317-775-1274 

 

 

Family Member/Friend 

Diane L. (Brother)    619-851-3689 

Pam E.  (Brother)     760-415-5604  

Cindy P. (Sister)        619-850-6225  

Jeanie F.* (Friend)   619- 417-2788                  

*Bilingual:  English-Spanish 

Helpful Websites 

American Assoc. of Suicidology  

www.suicidology.org  

Compassionate Friends 

www.compassionatefriends.org  

Fresno Survivors of Suicide Loss 

www.fresnosos.org  

Friends for Survival, Inc. 

www.friendsforsurvival.org 

GROWW Friends Helping Friends 

www.groww.org/Branches/sos.htm 

Suicide: Finding Hope 

www.suicidefindinghope.com 

Suicide Prevention Resource Ctr.  

www.sprc.org  

Suicide is Preventable  

www.suicideispreventable.org  

Trevor Project 

www.thetrevorproject.org  

UMTR2ME  You Matter To Me 

www.UMTR2ME.org  

Helpful ingredients to consider 
A pot full of tears  

One heart willing to be broken open 

A dash of bitters  

A bunch of good friends  

Many handfuls of comfort food  

A lot of patience  

Buckets of water to replace the tears  

Plenty of exercise  

A variety of helpful reading material  

Enough self-care  

Season with memories  

Optional; one good therapist and/or support group  

 
Directions:  

Choose the size pot that fits your loss. It’s ok to increase the pot size if you  

miscalculated. Combine ingredients. Set temperature for a moderate heat. Cooking 

times will vary depending on the ingredients needed. Strong flavors mellow over time. 

Stir often. Cook no longer than you need to. 

 

Suggestions: 

Be creative  

Trust your instincts  

Cry when you want to 

Laugh when you can  

Freeze some to use as a starter for next time 

Write your own soup making in a journal so you won’t forget  

 

Serves One 
 

Grandy’s Recipe for Tear Soup 

Excerpt from the family storybook – Tear Soup, a recipe for healing after loss 

By Pat Schwiebert & Chuck DeKlyen, Illustrated by Taylor Bills 

Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing After Loss 

Survivors of Suicide Loss, Inc., is a nonprofit, nonsectarian, self-help support 

group system for those who have lost a relative or friend to suicide. The Hope & 

Comfort Newsletter staff is dedicated to the primary goal of publishing articles 

and information, which is assisting in the grieving and healing process of our 

readers. We welcome your written contributions for inclusion in the newsletter; 

however, we reserve the right to publish only those articles that are considered 

to be of benefit to the majority of our readers.  
 

Please send all correspondence to:  
 

Survivors of Suicide Loss 

PO Box 3297,  

La Mesa, CA 91944-3297 
 

Helpline: (619) 482-0297  Website: www.SOSLsd.org   Email: info@SOSLsd.org   
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“Although it’s difficult today to see beyond the sorrow, may looking back in memory help comfort you tomorrow .”  Author Unknown 

We are Funded by our Donors 

We want to take this opportunity to thank  

all of our generous donors.  

  

Our Survivor Support Program and Suicide  

Awareness & Prevention programs exist because of you. 

  

SOSL is reaching more people than ever before. 

  
We ask that you continue to support our growth  

by making a donation today. 

  

Donate online at www.SOSLsd.org. 

  

From all of us at SOSL, we thank you for your  support! 

Meditation Moment 
 

We invite you to consider this for a few quiet moments... 
 

The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude on life. Attitude to me is more important than facts. It is 

more important than the past, than education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, 

than what other people think or say or do. It is more important than appearance, giftedness, or skill. It will make or 

break a company, a church, a home. The remarkable thing is we have a choice every day regarding the attitude we 

will embrace for that day. We cannot change our past...we cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain 

way. We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, and that is our 

attitude. I am convinced that life is 10% what happens to me and 90% how I react to it. And so it is with you...we 

are in charge of our Attitudes.  ~Charles Swindoll  
  

As we begin the New Year, we may have a hard time thinking of it as a “Happy” New Year. It is difficult to think of 

starting a new year without our loved one we lost. But we can begin to change our attitude. In this world, happiness 

is not possible all the time. Things happen in our lives that we cannot control, 

but we do have a choice: to forever remain in our grief or find that life is worth 

living. That does not mean to imply that it is easy or happens in a short time. 

Grief is a normal reaction to the death of a loved one. It is painful, and requires 

a lot of work on our part. There is no specific time- frame for grief; for most of 

us the pain of grief takes too long. Ask yourself this question: if I had died and 

my loved one had lived, would I want them to be as happy as possible? I’m 

sure your answer would be YES! Realize that your happiness is what your loved 

one would want for you. You need to work on your grief and work toward that         

attitude of happiness. 
  

And happiness IS an attitude. It’s like a muscle; the more you use it, the better 

it develops. You have to look for the possibilities in life. If you get stuck in the 

mire, you stay there. You can learn new ways of coping; you can learn skills for 

getting “unstuck”. As you journey through grief, hold onto hope and become 

determined to enjoy as much of life as possible. That is a real tribute to your 

loved one! ~Anonymous~ 



S O S L  S u p p o r t  G r o u p  M e e t i n g s - S a n  D i e g o  

Encinitas Community Center / ECC 
2nd & 4th MONDAY S  7-8:30 pm /  Dec. 10, Jan. 14 & 28, Feb. 11 & 25 

1140 Oakcrest Park Dr., Encinitas, 92024 — North County Coastal Room 116          
 

From I-5: Take the ENCINITAS BLVD. exit (EAST), turn RIGHT onto BALOUR DR., turn   

                LEFT onto OAKCREST PARK DR.    

Grossmont-Sharp Hospital / GSH  
2nd FRIDAY   7–8:30 pm /  December 14, January 11, February 8 

5555 Grossmont Center Dr., La Mesa, 91942 - East County (Cardiovascular Center, 

Room 1)    Look for SOSL sign.  Validated parking in structure.  
 

From I-8 E: Take the FLETCHER PKWY exit. Turn RIGHT onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.   

From I-8 W: Take the GROSSMONT CTR DR. Exit  toward LA MESA BLVD. Turn RIGHT 

onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.                          

Scripps Mercy Hospital / SMH 
1st & 3rd MONDAYS 7-8:30 pm /  Dec. 3  & 17, Jan. 7 & 21, Feb. 4 & 18 

4077 5th Ave., San Diego, 92103 — Hillcrest          

Enter thru main lobby and take elevator to Lower Level. Follow SOSL signs to       

Foundation Room   Validated parking in structure. 
 

From CA-163 S: Take the WASHINGTON ST exit (WEST). Turn RIGHT onto 5thAVE. 

South Bay Group / SBG     
3rd THURSDAY  7-8:30 pm /  December 20, January 17, February 21 

First United Methodist Church, - 1200 East H St, Chula Vista, CA 91910 

Discovery Room - located by the Sanctuary.  Drive to the back of the property  

to park- room to the right. 

Clairemont Emmanuel Baptist Church / CEBC 
2nd and 4th TUESDAY S  7-8:30 pm /  Dec. 11, Jan. 8 & 22, Feb. 12 & 26 

2610 Galveston St., San Diego, 92110 — Mission Bay Area     
 

From I-5: Take the CLAIREMONT DR exit, (EAST) Turn RIGHT onto GALVESTON ST.  

Drive down to the lower parking lot. As you leave the parking lot, walk straight ahead 

and the room will be in the first building on your left.  

Riverside County Group / RCG 
2nd and 4th MONDAYS  7-8:30 p.m. /  Dec. 10, Jan. 14 & 28, Feb. 11 & 25 

29029 Murrieta Rd., Sun City, 92586 —  Valley Christian Fellowship                    

Must call before attending: Kathy 951-679-2008  

Aurora Behavioral Health Center / ABHC 
1st WEDNESDAY  7-8:30 pm /  December 5, January 2, February 6 

11878 Avenue of Industry, San Diego, 92128 — N. County Inland (Cafeteria) 

From I-15 S: Exit CAMINO DEL NORTE and TURN LEFT; turn Right at CARMEL MT.   

               RD., turn RIGHT at INNOVATION DRIVE, turn RIGHT at AVENUE OF INDUSTRY 

From 1-15 N: Exit CARMEL MT. RD. and turn RIGHT, turn LEFT at RANCHO  

           CARMEL DR., turn LEFT at INNOVATION DR. turn RIGHT at AVE. OF INDUSTRY 

Our meetings are held in an atmosphere that is warm and friendly. Anyone who has lost a family member or friend is invited to attend.     

Feelings shared are kept confidential and discussed only within the confines of the group meeting.  Thus, our SOSL groups provide a       

comfortable, non-threatening setting to share our experiences and thoughts. Questions are encouraged to assist in coping with the different 

stages of the grieving process and with the feelings that are particularly intense in the aftermath of suicide—denial, shock, disbelief, sad-

ness, anger, relief (for some), guilt and shame. We end our discussion sessions by sharing something positive that has recently taken place 

or something good you are anticipating.  No fee and no registration required.  
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“Be gentle first with yourself.”  Lama Yeshe 
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January 2019 
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February 2019 

Oceanside Group Tri City Medical Center / TCMC 
1st and 3rd WEDNESDAYS  7-8:30 pm /  Dec. 5 & 19, Jan. 2 & 16, Feb. 6 & 20 

Tri City Medical Center—4002 Vista Way, Oceanside, CA 92056  

 

Enter through the main lobby. Take elevators down to Lower Level LL—Classroom 6 

Temecula Support Group/TSG 
2nd and 4th THURSDAYS—7-8:30 pm/ Dec 13, &27, Jan 10 & 24, Feb 14 &28 

Sunridge Community Chruch—42299 Winchester Rd, Temecula, 92590 (one mile 

west of the 15 fwy).  Meeting in Room 105– follow the SOSL signs. 
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“It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light.”  Aristotle Onassis 

12th Annual Walk in Remembrance with Hope! 
Thank you to all of our walkers, generous donors, sponsors and exhibitors! 

 
Our 12th Annual Walk in Remembrance with Hope took place on Sunday, November 11th, in beautiful Balboa Park! We walk in 

memory of a loved one, to raise awareness, to help break down stigma surrounding mental health issues and suicide, and we 

walk to save lives. Every step we take is a step toward hope.  

 

This year, you raised over $63,000! It was a battle to the very end between Team Invictus and Grief Mates – as they fought 

hard to the end. The lead changed numerous times over the last few days, with Team Invictus finally securing first place by 

raising $5,607 and Grief Mates a close second with $5,435. Team Invictus also won the honor of leading this year’s walk by 

having the largest number of team members! 

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR TOP FUNDRAISING TEAMS! 

 

The most important part of this event is the coming together, the camaraderie, the community awareness & stigma reduction. 

 

THANK YOU to all of our Walk in Remembrance with Hope participants & donors.  Because of you SOSL and Directing Change 

are able to do the work we do – to support survivors and save lives here in San Diego. 

  

Over 800 people came together to Walk alongside each other to honor loved ones, help those left behind, and to support those 

struggling with mental health issues and thoughts of suicide. We stood together, strong and united, to do our part to break the 

stigma of mental illness and suicide! 

 

Stan Collins, our emcee for the event, found the perfect heartfelt words to set the tone for the morning . Adrienne Caguioa 

sang a beautiful rendition of the national anthem, followed by the invocation by Chaplain Joe Davis.  Kathy Shott shared her 

story of struggle and hope – ending  with the promise to be there for others touched by suicide.  The tears flowed freely as sur-

vivors participated in the dramatic release of doves, done in    memory of our loved ones.  After the doves soared into the blue 

sky, the Walk, the reason for our gathering, began. 

 

The morning also included laughter and joy as we enjoyed moving to the live music of          

Ramshackle.  As our time together wound down, the winners of over $3,000 in raffle prizes 

were announced! 

 

Events like these can be very difficult for many.  We hope that the Walk was a day of healing 

and hope, even in the midst of the strong emotions. Know that each step you took carried so 

much meaning, purpose, and hope. 

 

This event is a success because of its participants, so THANK YOU for being a part of it.  

We hope you will join us for next year for our 13th Annual Walk in Remembrance with Hope! 

Pictured above: Two of the top fundraising teams — Team Invictus (Left) - Grief Mates. (Right)  
Not pictured: Additional top fundraising teams — Team David Fernane, Team SOL Encinitas, PERT and CRF 
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“We may not have wings growing out of our backs, but healing is the closest thing that will give us that wind against our faces.”  C. Joybell  

 Continued from page 1. . .  

 

four, so I stopped sending cards.”  Let others know that you  

may not be able to do things that you have done in the past. 

 

Be Gentle With Yourself.  Accept that feelings of anguish are 

difficult to avoid during the holiday season.  Do not expect too 

much of yourself, and recognize that you are doing the best 

you can. 

 

Have an Exit Strategy.  In many cases, it is difficult for             

mourners to be around a lot of people.  If they do go to a    

social gathering, they may not want to stay very long.  This 

problem can be dealt with by developing an exit strategy in 

advance.  For example, a widower may tell the hostess that,   

“I may need to leave early because I get tired easily.” 

 

Honor Your Loved One’s Memory. Some people have            

maintained that coming up with ways to do this can bring a 

positive focus to our grief.  There are many ways to remember 

the  person who died: share your favorite stories about him; 

light a candle in remembrance; make a donation in her 

name.  You might also consider making a list of positive       

qualities that your loved one brought into the world.  Another 

idea is to spend time working on a goal or value that was    

important to the deceased.  If your father was very involved in 

conservation efforts, for example, you might volunteer your 

time to a group working towards conservation, or consider 

making a donation to this cause. 

 

Consider Attending a Support Group.  At this time of year, it 

can be particularly useful to interact with people who have 

experienced a loss that is similar to yours. Such individuals 

are likely to understand exactly what you are going through. In 

many cases, members will also be able to share strategies for 

dealing with the challenges of the holidays.  As Rosof (1994) 

has indicated, those who have experienced a similar loss can 

also help us to understand that our feelings and fears are   

normal under the circumstances. 

 
This article was written by Camille Wortman, PhD. The complete  

article originally appeared on This Emotional  Life.  

Holiday Dilemmas and Solutions Continued... 

The days are getting shorter and cooler. The stores and homes are decorated for 

Christmas. It is a reminder that this year is almost over. Some wish they could go to 

sleep to avoid the holidays altogether and wake up on New Year’s Day.               

The  holidays can be a painful reminder that our loved one is no longer here.              

The sadness can be overwhelming. Holiday cheer looks like a bucket of tears and 

red eyes. For some facing the new year is filled with much anxiety. Will there be 

more tragedy, or will I find some moments of happiness? 

 

As 2019 approaches, I make sure to have a new calendar. I sit down and transfer 

important dates onto that new calendar. I flip through last year’s  calendar and 

reflect on all that I have accomplished this past year. I also take an inventory and 

decide what I would like to do better or more of in the coming year. 

 

I do not make resolutions because I know that once I break that resolution, it can lead to negative thinking and berating   

myself. Instead, I set goals - focusing on things I would like to do in the coming new year. I always start the new year off with 

a physical with my doctor. Then I look at the organizations I am involved with or support and think about how I can better 

support them. I carefully consider what I can contribute to the work they are doing: volunteer, contribute financially or donate 

a service. I mark off days to take care of myself. Self- care is a priority. 

 

In the new year ahead, will you make a commitment or goal to do something to honor your loved one?  
 

On their birthday, will you donate to SOSL in their name? Donate to thank SOSL for offering the support you received. On or 

near their Angelversary you can volunteer at one of our events. Or form a team in their honor for the Walk. Or create a         

fundraiser on Facebook. On a holiday they loved most, consider how you can educate people about the warning signs of  

suicide and spread the message that help is available. You can do that in person, in a card or letter, or even on social media.  

 

Our loved ones shouldn’t be defined by how they died. They should be defined by how they lived. My hope is that you too 

would join me and set this as your New Year’s goal. Create those moments of giving back and happiness. Know deep in your 

heart, that what you do in memory of their life makes a difference in the lives of others. 

~Michele Madden~ 

My New Year’s Goal — Support SOSL 

http://thisemotionallife.org/blogs/getting-through-holidays-advice-bereaved
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Anonymous 

“In Memory of James Koch” 

 

Anonymous 

“In Memory of Jason Pena”  

With eternal love, Jason’s family 

 

Caroline Blain 

 

Nancy Bradbury (Anthony Joseph Filippo) 

“I’ll always love you baby boy” 

 

Joyce Bruggeman 

 

Leopoldo V. and Amenda B. Caniya  

(Melvin Barrera Caniya)  

“Forever you are always in our hearts” 

 

Bernadette Cargill 

 

Cheryl Collier 

“In Honor of Sean M. Petro” 

 

Idalia Colvin (Vanessa Colvin)  

“Love you forever my sweet angel” 

 

Maria Contrestano (my father Luis)  

“Love you dad” 

 

Dr. Annette Conway, HELP Therapist  

“In Memory of the Wentz Family” 

 

Louise Di Carlo 

“In Memory of Brett Currier”  

 

Leah Diebel 

 

Mary England (Bobby Carroll)  

“My darling son, there is not a day that 

goes by that I don’t think of you and miss 

you. I love you.” Mom 

 

Carol Foster 

“In Memory of my husband Bill” 

 

 

John Gagel (Stanton Edward Gagel)  

“I sure miss you” 

 

Janet Gemmell  

“In Memory of Susie Libby” 

 

Darlene Harshaw 

 

Kim King  

“In Memory of Austin Phillip Thorp. Till we 

meet again my son”  

Love, Mom and family 

 

Anne C. Klein (Peter Scott Klein)  

“Peter, we remember you always” 

 

Arlene Kosakoff 

 

Mike and Shannon Kurtz  

“Remembering Jeremy” 

 

Cheryl Lewis (Eric Todd Sorric)  

“I love you so much” Love, Mom 

 

Bella Lindsay  

“In Memory of Joseph Ross Lindsay” 

 

Aaron Luna  

“In Memory of Wesley Luna” 

 

Brenda Lynn (Brian Eden)  

“You’re always in my heart – miss and 

love you” 

 

John and Bridget McGee  

(Anton Viktor Jungenberg)  

“I’m so grateful for you coming in to my 

life, my precious, amazing son. I miss 

you. I love you. I’ll love you forever.” 

 

J. Roberto and Teresita Montelibano 

(Joss Montelibano)  

“Love you, miss you” 

 

Sandy Mossy  

“In Honor of John Mossy” 

Wanda and Ralph Nanzer  

(Susanne Deon Huerta)  

“Loving you forever our darling daughter” 

Mom and Dad 

 

Theresa Onak-Lunetta  

(Jeff and Sean McQuilken)  

“All our love and God bless” 

 

Allison Perez  

“Remembering you always Andy Perez” 

 

Jaime Z Perry 

 

Kristi Silva 

 

Lin Smith 

 

Earl and Linda Storms (Nikki)  

“Forever missing you!” 

 

Michael and Margaret Strahm  

“In Memory of Aaron” 

 

Malena Suarez 

 

Judy Taylor (Donna Even)  

“You are always in my heart” 

 

Linda Wagner 

 

Janice Wright  

“In Honor of my beloved husband,  

Kenneth Wright 12/09/1957-

07/08/2016. In thanks for all of our 

wonderful 38 years together.” 

 

Karen Zatt 

 

Citizen’s Adversity Support Team 

CONTRIBUTORS: 

Hope & Comfort Winter 2018-19 

“Dare to reach out your hand into the darkness...to pull another into the light.” Norman B. Rice 

Thank you for those of you who donate 

through the United Way and the CFC! 

 

SOSL is a 501(c)(3) organization. Your 

donations are tax deductible.  

Genuine Giving, A Gift to Yourself  
 

A great way you can enjoy more of the holiday spirit is by keeping your focus on genuinely 

appreciating and caring for others. Ask yourself each morning, "Who can I show a little more 

appreciation to, or who can I express more genuine care for today?” It can be as simple as 

opening the door for someone or telling someone that you appreciate them. Genuine      

gestures of care and appreciation are often remembered long after the holiday glitter is 

gone. You'll find this is a fun gift for the other person and a big gift to yourself.  


